
Session #2        

Minutes after 
start of practice

LESSON PLAN FOCUS - Bunt Defenses, Double Plays, Bunt for a hit, Have a plan in each count

Name of Activity Description Key Teaching Points

0:00 Warm - Up Cornerstone Youth Warm-up 

Cone Agility Series

1.) Movement Prep 
2.) Improve Agility 
3.) Rotational Explosive Movement

0:10 Baserunning Group 1 - Leads off 2nd 

Group 2 - Leads off 3rd 

Switch after 3-4 minutes

Leadoff type, secondary, read the ball 

2 and 4 step creep

0:20 Throwing Program Pitcher’s Daily Dozen 

4 Corner picks

Coaches stay with each group, ensure 
technique and focus 

Jump turn, quick feet

0:30 Infielder 
Individual Session 

Outfielders/
Catchers 

Individual Hitting 

Water Break

Cone Drill all infielders (8 minutes) 

Middle IF DP Feeds  (7 minutes) 
Corner IF Form field fungos 

1.) Take drill 
2.) Opposite field tee 
3.) Helmet drill 
4.) Off the tee velocity, middle crush 
5.) 0-2 and 2-0 hitting game 

3 mins per station

Get to the right of the ball, good tempo, 
form fielding,  

Make sure of 1st out (good feeds) no 
throw to 1B 
Form Fielding 

Hitting position 
Don’t guide the ball, drive the ball 
Weight transfer 
Hit for power 
Appropriate approach in appropriate 
count

0:50 Outfielder 
Individual Session 

Catcher individual 
drills 

Infielder 
Individual Hitting 

Communication drill (5 minutes) 

W Cone Drill (5 Minutes) 

Angle Ground Balls No Doubles (5 minutes) 

Ground ball and fly ball throw to target (5 
minutes) 

Drill Menu Blocking drills 

Throwing footwork to 2nd and 3rd (throw if you 
have space 

1.) Take drill 
2.) Opposite field tee 
3.) Helmet drill 
4.) Off the tee velocity, middle crush 
5.) 0-2 and 2-0 hitting game

Learn communication system 

Good communication 

Deep angles, cut off ball 

Long step, low throws to target 

Teach proper block position 

Proper footwork, take of like an 
airplane, not a helicopter 

Hitting position 
Don’t guide the ball, drive the ball 
Weight transfer 
Hit for power 
Appropriate approach in appropriate 
count
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END OF PRACTICE ANNOUNCEMENTS: 

PRACTICE NOTES: 

1:10 Team Time Cutoffs Throw stays low, use cutoff verbal 
system

1:20 Team Time Rundown warm-up Teach rundown technique without a 
base runner.  
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Practice Resources: 

Cone Agility Drills

Set up one or two sets of cones in the manner shown below.  Cones should be about 5-7 
yards from one another.  Start a short line of players at the first one (bottom left).  They will 
shuffle, or run the pattern for each cone.   Unless specified, the players chest should aways 
face the top of the cones.  

The next player begins when the players in front of them gets to the second cone in the pat-
tern.
Have each player wear their glove, and break down to a fielding position when they get to 
each cone.  Outfielders can use either the do-or-die technique or can field like an infielder.  

After they finish the patter then should repeat the same pattern, but begin from the bottom 
right of the cones.  
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Pattern #1 Pattern #2



3
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Pattern #3

For “Pattern #4”, don’t leave until the previ-
ous player returns to the initial cone, then 
goes diagonal.  Also, do not go into fielding 
position after the backpedal. 

Pattern #5 Pattern #6



Baserunning from 2nd

Find the outfielders - Before taking the sign, the runner should find the outfielders so they 
know if a ball hit in the air is likely to be caught or not.  They are looking at depth and left to 
right positioning.  

Lead off - With less than 2 outs and 1st and 2nd base occupied, or if there is a bunt, steal or 
hit and run on, players should take a direct line lead toward 3rd base.  If the bases are loaded 
with any outs, if there is no force at third with any outs, or any time there is two outs, the lead 
should be two to three steps deep of the baseline so they can start their turn toward home 
around third.

On the pitcher’s leg lift the runner should take 2-3 shuffles directly toward 3rd base while stay-
ing in balance.  The coach will then roll a ball to the runners left (they take off toward 3rd), 
right at them (they take off toward 3rd) or to their right, they hold and see if the ball gets 
through.  If the coach tosses the ball in the air, they hold until the ball is either caught (they 
get back to the bag) or it hits the ground (they advance).

Baserunning from 3rd

Always take the leadoff in foul territory.  

2 step walking lead - If the pitcher is in the “stretch,” they will be taking a 2 step walking lead.  
When the pitcher has committed home, the baserunner will take 2 steps toward the plate with 
the goal of having their right foot hit the ground when the pitch crosses the plate.  If the ball 
hits the dirt they should take one or two shuffles down the line to determine if the ball got far 
enough away from the catcher.  

4 step walking lead - If the pitcher is in the “wind-up,” they will be taking a 4 step walking lead.  
When the pitcher has committed home (stepping back with the glove foot), the baserunner will 
take 4 steps toward the plate with the goal of having their right foot hit the ground when the 
pitch crosses the plate.  If the ball hits the dirt they should take one or two shuffles down the 
line to determine if the ball got far enough away from the catcher.  
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                Daily Dozen Pitching Drills 

4 corner picks

Cone Drill

Set up two buckets (or cones), on each at SS and 2nd base.  The line for the drill begins be-
hind the bucket.  The “feeder” will be on the infield grass with a pile of baseballs.  The “feeder” 
rolls the ball directly at the bucket. 

The fielder gets to the right of the bucket, goes around it, and fields the ball in front of the 
bucket.  The fielder should perform footwork and separate their hands as if they were going to 
throw to first base.  

When they are done, they should drop the ball in the bucket and return to the end.  This drill 
should be done quickly, and develop a good rhythm and pace. 

Double Play Feeds

Put an empty bucket of balls about 6-8 feet behind second base.  Roll balls to the SS or 2B 
(mix up) and have them perform a double play feed to their DP counterpart.  After they re-
ceive the feed, they drop the ball in the bucket and head to the end of their line.  

Feeds from 2nd base

Feeds from SS

Take Drill
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Outside Tee

Purpose: To learn how to hit the pitch on the outside of the plate 

Progression: This drill should only be done after the player is able to repeat a solid funda-
mental swing on pitches down the middle. 

Equipment: Bat, Tee, Baseballs, Net 

Procedure: 
1.) Set up the tee on the outside corner of the plate on the middle of the hitter’s 	body.

2.) The hitter will swing and drive the pitch to the opposite field.


Coaching Cues: 
1.) Do not allow them to step into the pitch on the outside corner.

2.) Make sure they are “driving” the ball, not trying to guide it to the opposite field.

3.) The only difference between a swing on a ball down the middle and an 	outside pitch is 
the depth the ball is on the hitter. 


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 


Helmet Drill

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 


Off the bat velocity


If you have a radar gun, take hitters off the tee velocity.  Stand behind the player as they hit 
the ball into the net or screen.  Challenge them to compete against each other and to create 
new PRs for themselves. 


If you don’t have a radar gun, encourage your players to hit the ball as hard as they can 
slightly elevated. 


	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 


0-2 to 2-0 hitting game
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Cornerstone Communication Drill

With a player at each position, one coach hits pop-ups to the right side of the infield/outfield 
and one hits to the left side of the infield/outfield.  They try to hit pop-ups in the “Bermuda tri-
angles” of the field between three defenders.  

Players use the following communication system.

Infielders call the ball by saying “I got it.”  Outfielders call the ball by saying “ball, ball, ball.”  
Outfielders have priority over infielders, centerfielders have priority over corner outfielders, the 
shortstop has priority over every other infielder.  

After the player calls the ball, all other players “echo” his name to give him confidence to go 
after the ball.  

Angle Ground balls No Doubles

Purpose: To teach players to take deep angles on ground balls, especially in no doubles situ-
ation (p. 9) and to get players used to fielding ground balls on the run.  

Equipment: Two cones, a bucket full of baseballs, and two buckets.

Set up: Set up two cones 30-40 yards apart (less depending on the age and ability level of 
your player) and a coach with a fungo and a bucket of baseballs at agout 30-40 yards from 
the outfielder.  Place an empty bucket balls by each cone.  

Procedure:
1.) The coach hits a ground ball fungo inside the two cones.
2.) More velocity and closer to the cones will be the more difficult players.
3.) The outfielder must try to get to the ball and field it cleanly before it goes between the two 
cones.  

Coaching Cues:
1.) Teach players to take deep angles to keep the ball from getting by them.

Add Competition: Every ball the player gets to before it passes through the cones, and fields 
cleanly, he gets three points.  If he gets to it and keeps it from getting to the cones, but does 
not field it cleanly he gets one point.  
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Advanced competition: To create an advanced competition, add a net or cutoff man to have 
the outfielder make a throw to after they field the ball.  Give them an additional three points for 
hitting the net or cutoff man.  

“W” Drill

Purpose: To work on communication going backward, and to create chaos for the communi-
cation system.  

Equipment: Five cones and at least three baseballs. 

Set up: Set up the cones in a “W” shape with an age appropriate distance between them.  
One coach (or player) starts at the bottom of each end of the the “W” and a coach (or player) 
in the middle of the W.

Procedure:
1.) The players will run from the back cones to the front ones.  
2.) The coach on each side throws a line drive to player as they run to the cone. 
3.) After the player catches the ball, they discard the ball toward the coach, then turn and 
sprint to the cone in the middle at the top of the “W”
4.) The one of the coaches throws a ball up in the air to the top of the “W” when both of the 
players begin sprinting toward it.  

Coaching Cues:
1.) This drill is designed to make athletes shift their focus quickly to the communication mode 
by making them concentrate on catching the ball coming toward them first. 
2.) Make sure all athletes in this drill are comfortable with the communication system, and 
have worked through the previous communication drills successfully. 
3.) Designate one line to the “center fielder” for priority purposes.  

Add Competition: Since this is a team drill, require your team to get a certain number of suc-
cessful repetitions in a row.  If there is a drop or the ball hits the ground, start over. 

Ground ball throw to target

Set up a line or two an age appropriate distance from the target.  Roll a ground ball to the out-
fielder, have them throw to the target.  Create a game if you want with points for hitting the 
target.  
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Click HERE For Catching Drill Menu

Cutoffs and Relays

Set up two lines one with outfielders one with infielders as far apart as you can if you 
are in indoor space.  The outfielders have the ball.  Work on infielders getting lined up.  
Once they get lined up the outfielders throw the ball to them.  

Have infielders work on position themselves so that they catch the ball with their 
shoulders perpendicular to the target so they can make a quick transfer.  Allow them to 
throw the ball into a net if you have one available.  

Rundown Warm-ups

The purpose of this is to teach rundown technique without base runners.  
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